Table Tennis Rating Sheet

Athlete Name

Age

Gender  M  F

Delegation/Team
Coaches: Please check the appropriate box under in each column. This assessment will help us to place your athlete in the proper bracket.
Athletes may be skilled more so in one area than in another area. PLEASE SUBMIT THIS FORM WITH YOUR ENTRIES.
FOREHANDS

BACKHANDS

SERVES

 Difficulty contacting  Difficulty contacting  Rarely gets serve
ball

ball

into play

RETURNS

 Returns 1-2 served
balls per game

RALLYING

MOVEMENT

 Can hit balls on one  Does not move
side only

 Unable to judge
balls with spin

 Hits inconsistent,

 Hits inconsistent,

 Gets serve in 25% of  Returns 3-4 served

 Hits shots with a

 Hits shots with a

 Gets serve in 50% of  Returns serve fairly  Is able to sustain an  Moves only 3-4 steps  Can develop a game

weak shots

little pace/direction/
control

weak shots

little pace/direction/
control

the game

the game

balls per game

consistently, but
cannot direct shot
placement

 Can direct (control)  Can direct (control)  Gets serve in 75% of  Returns serves
shots, but no depth
(pace)

shots, but no depth
(pace)

the game

consistently

 Able to sustain a

 Able to sustain a

 Hits serves with

 Returns serves

 Able to sustain

 Able to sustain

 Hits serves with

COMMENTS

 Sustains an

 Sustains an

 Hits serves with

rally with directional
control

a rally with
consistency and
depth
extended rally

rally with directional
control

a rally with
consistency and
depth
extended rally

pace and control

pace, control and
depth

pace, spin, control
and depth

consistently with
shot placement

 Is able to hit 1-2

toward ball – tends
to stand in one place

JUDGMENT

shots per rally

extended rally

 Can return difficult
shots defensively

 Moves only 1-2 steps  Unable to anticipate
to hit a shot

to hit a ball

 Moves sideways and
front to back with
execution

next shot

plan in a point - hits
serves with pace,
control and depth

